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SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

Minimum required attendance for this course is 28 weeks. 
Minimum required attendance per lesson in the course will be 3 weeks. 
After completing each lesson, return to the course main page to access the Lesson test. 

You are required to look up the answer to every question missed on every test; and you are 
to do so whether you pass or fail the test.  You are not to start your attendance for the next 
lesson until you have fulfilled this requirement. 

You are required to look up every scripture referenced in the textbook in your KJV Bible. 
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    You are required to look up every scripture referenced in the textbook in your KJV Bible.This is only required where the actual reference is given.  Where a quote is given without theinclusion of the actual reference, then you are not required to look up that quote in your Bible.If, however, any part of the reference is given, even just the name of the Bible book, then youare to institute a manual search in your concordance or an electronic search in a computer Bibleprogram keyed on a main word or on several main words from the quote and find the scriptureand read it in your KJV.REQUIRED AMOUNT of STUDY:  You are to give a minimum of 1 hour of study for each week of the required minimum attendance for the lesson.  The required minimum attendance is3 weeks per lesson, therefore, you are required to give a minimum of 3 hours of study time overthe duration of this lesson.  (Three weeks multiplied by one hour per week equals three hours.)It is recommended that if you cannot give one hour per week for each of the three weeks of requiredattendance that you extend your weeks of attendance to whatever number is necessary for youto give 3 full hours to the study of the material in this lesson.  You will be asked on the lessontests from time to time if you have given 3 hours of time to the study of the material of eachlesson up to that point in the course.  If your answer is "No" then you will fail that test.    The 3 hours study requirement can be fulfilled in any way that you see fit.  However, given thedepth of the material it is not recommended that you study the lesson for three hours at a singlesetting.  Mental fatigue is sure to ensue.  Spreading the study time out at one hour per singlesetting would be better than trying to study three hours straight.  By "cramming" your studytime into one continuous setting you will surely guarantee that you will retain much less of thematerial in your permanent memory.  Cramming depends too much on short-term memory forit to be valuable in the long run.  Retention of as much material as possible is always the goalin study.  And the best way to accomplish that goal, or at least strive better toward it, is tospread intense study, such as is required in this course because of the depth of the material,over at least several days.  You have 3 weeks minimum for each lesson in this course.  Therefore,a wise course would be to give one hour per week to the study of the material for an overalltime of 3 hours study, minimum.   This is just a suggestion.    As long as you give a minimum of 3 hours total study time for each lesson in this course, youwill meet the study time requirement.  How you divide the time up during the three week periodis up to you.  But a prudent division of study time would be the one suggested above.
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"The real value of colleges and universities is not to beestimated by the magnitude of buildings or endowments,but by the increase of mental power and moral force."-  Ransom Dunn  -
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